Female software developers see their contributions of code accepted more frequently by the open-source software repository GitHub than do men, according to a preprint that attracted much attention last week on social media. But this happened only when the contributor's gender was not obvious from their GitHub profile page. When gender was made clear, the acceptance rate for women fell to slightly less than that for men, say researchers who analysed data on the activity of more than 1.4 million users of GitHub. Morgan Ernest, an ecologist at the University of Florida in Gainesville, tweeted a link to the paper: "Well that's horrifying. Is that suggested programming change by a woman? Reject. Don't know it's a woman? Accept. " But other researchers questioned whether the study, posted at PeerJ PrePrints on 9 February, definitively demonstrates gender bias. with mass spectrometry to track how the carbon was biochemically processed by the tumours. Cancer cells are thought to feed on glucose and release a by-product called lactate, but the team found that some tumour cells consumed both lactate and glucose. Blood-flow patterns showed that different parts of a single tumour had varying metabolic patterns.
Understanding these patterns could help to improve metabolic therapy for cancer, the authors suggest. California, Berkeley, observed American cockroaches (Periplaneta americana) as they squeezed through a series of crevices that decreased in height. The insects could maintain speeds of up to 60 centimetres per second after entering these tight areas, and only slowed when the ceiling height reached 4 millimetres -about one-third of the insects' free-standing height. They achieved their speed by using their legs and feet to push against friction between their bodies, the ceiling and the ground.
The cockroaches' mode of locomotion inspired the development of a soft-bodied robot (pictured left) that can compress its height by half (pictured right), allowing it to move through a tight space.
